MOTHERS
RECENT INTERNATIONAL PRESS QUOTES
‘Mothers’ is a very strange film, sometimes sophisticated, poignant and often elliptical.
[…] One of the most interesting and original filmmakers of recent years [...] One of those
authors who are not afraid to face the genres and to push the boundaries. (Diego
Pierini, LoudVision)
Mothers debunks the notion that documentaries can tell the truth.
(Virginia Wright Wexman, Offscreen )
Art or death. Opposing compromise, opposing image consumerism.
(Fulvia Caprara, La Stampa)
Genius director […] Groundbreaking poignant films […] Dizzying dialectic […] Rave
review […] Milcho wants us to think. Isn’t that what great art should do? […] Better
than fiction in its outrageous irony. (Vanessa McMahon, fest21.com / filmfestivals.com)
Manchevski goes beyond the
literal -- to explore a deeper
realm where sexuality,
motherhood and the art of
storytelling reside in conflict.
[…] 'Mothers' is a return to
form for filmmaker Milcho
Manchevski (The Cleveland
Plain Dealer)
'Mothers' offers a vision
between truth and fiction.
(Diario De Las Palmas)
‘Mothers’ is a film about moral courage. (Zitty Berlin)
Painfully beautiful. (Duma)
A provocative and innovative film from Macedonia that blurs the line between reality and
fiction. An intensely engaging film, ‘Mothers’ is not only a study on how reality is perceived
and recorded, but also an examination of how women survive in a contemporary post-war
culture. (Clevelandfilm.org)
Stylistically provocative. (Connor McGrady , Brooklyn Rail)
Manchevski gradually reveals the corruption and the failure of the Macedonian
investigative and judicial system. […] Manchevski's esthetic experiment proves successful
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and confirms -- especially in the two fiction episodes -- his extraordinary talent as a
storyteller of images and moods, his skills in directing actors of every age and his ability to
suggest hints instead of verifying theories. (Giovanella Rendi, close-up.it)
‘Mothers’ is a daring, provocative, controversial film that explores the deepest human
emotions: love and fear, while searching for the truth in between the two. […] ‘Mothers’
will not give you refuge from reality, but - on the contrary - it will make you look at reality
and oneself with eyes wide open. (Rochester Democrat & Chronicle)
Structurally unusual, almost experimental and a very exciting film. […] A powerful punch
in the stomach to the Macedonian society. (Dubravka Lakic, Politika)
Provoking deep reflection and polemic. (slovesa.net)
Superior directing. (Märkische Oberzeitung)
Compelling ‘Mothers’ mixes truth and fiction. […] The story’s true power lies in its
depiction of social change. (Arab Times)
All three stories contain a hidden web of lies and betrayals, constructing a powerful final
act about community and respect. (Radmila Djurica)
One sad film. […] Macedonian reality - exposed in ‘Mothers’ by Milcho Manchevski’s
talented hand, mind and camera - is twisted, depressing and ugly. (Milen Radev,
Svobodata.com)
[‘Mothers’ is an] operation completely extraneous to the conceptual and aesthetic codes of
contemporary cinema. […] Manchevski’s epic humanism finally returns.
(CineClandestino.it)
A really subtle exploration of truth
and fiction in three deliberately
diverse episodes, courageously
pushing the boundaries between ficti
on and documentary in order to exert
and negotiate a powerful feeling.
(The Official Jury elucidation on the
Belgrade FEST award to ‘Mothers’)
Original storytelling and courageous
experimenting with the film language and genres. …
Subtle and truthful storytelling as well as pushing the boundaries between fiction and
documentary narrative. (The Critics’ Jury elucidation on presenting the Neboja Djukelic
award at Belgrade FEST to ‘Mothers’)
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He composes them in a way where they collide and merge at the same time. […] While we
watch, we start to doubt the documentary and trust more and more the artistic, the
intuitive, the dramatic. The bonds between elements exist only in the mind of the spectator.
(Rada Sharlandzhieva, Lik)
‘Mothers’ begins with fiction, indeed with the fabrication of a lie, moves on to an attempt at
the fabrication of a myth and ends in the shattering imagery of the real, where no
fabrication is possible. […] There is no easy reading of ‘Mothers’, only a need for us to
work with the filmmaker to uncover its many meanings. (Piers Handling, Toronto
International Film Festival Director)
‘Mothers’ opens up lines between
documentary and fiction at the same
time that it also blurs them. […] Such
moments give Manchevski’s film a
special place in contemporary cinema
that should be viewed by audiences
around the world. […] Many scenes
and moments that will stay with you
long after viewing the film. (Andrew
Horton, Script)
Milcho Manchevski knows how to make a movie, as was demonstrated by his assured,
Oscar-nominated debut film Before the Rain, which made Stephen Spielberg sit up and
request a meeting. Its three intertwined love stories have been cited as precedent for the
three stories of Mothers, but
Mothers reminded me of a full,
old-fashioned movie palace
program. […] I was never less
than engaged. (Thomson on
Hollywood, Indiewire, review by
Anne Thomson)
Oscar-nominated Macedonian
director Milcho Manchevski mixes
fiction with documentary in a film
that hits home on an emotional
rather than intellectual level. (Hollywood Reporter)
Manchevski’s deft handling of the various materials is both conceptually challenging and
thoroughly satisfying. (Eye Weekly, reviewed by Chris Bilton)
Macedonian director Milcho Manchevski continues down his distinctive artistic path.
(Hollywood Reporter)
Beautiful art about ugly reality (Vest Daily)
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http://www.loudvision.it/cinema-interviste-milcho-manchevski---218.html
http://www.fest21.com/en/blog/aruba_international_film_festival/mothers_aruba_review
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http://www.laprovincia.es/especiales/2011/04/05/mothers-ofrece-vision-ficcion/363246.html
http://www.zitty.de/majki-mothers.html
http://www.duma.bg/duma/node/12148
http://www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/films/2011/mothers
http://www.close-up.it/spip.php?article6613
http://blogs.democratandchronicle.com/youngprofessionals/2010/11/16/mothers/
http://www.politika.rs/rubrike/Kultura/Umetnost-mora-da-ima-smisla-zivot-ne.sr.html
http://slovesa.net/index.php?id=2808&kw=%EC%E8%EB%F7%EE
http://www.arabtimesonline.com/Default.aspx?TabId=96&smid=414&ArticleID=165961&t=Compelling%E2%80%98Mothers%E2%80%99-mixes-truth-and-fiction
http://www.fest21.com/en/blog/radmila_djurica/milcho_manchevski_talks_about_macedonia
http://www.brooklynrail.org/2010/12/express/macedonian-mythmaking-mil268o-man268evsk-withconor-mcgrady-dario-olman
http://www.cineclandestino.it/articolo.asp?sez=54&art=7045
http://www.fest21.com/en/blog/radmila_djurica/mothers_win_all
http://mcma.siu.edu/news/alumni-news-and-awards/milcho-manchevski-s-film-mothers-won-twoawards-at-belgrade-fest-2011
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/mancevski-s-film-mothers-wins-belgrade-fest
http://www.manchevski.com/docs/Mothers_Press_Kit.pdf
http://www.tiff.net/filmsandschedules/tiff/2010/mothers
http://manchevski.com/docs/lik-sofija-film-fest.pdf
http://scriptjr.nl/issues/2.1/on-milcho-manchevskis-mothers-andrew-horton.php#mothers-script
http://www.manchevski.com/docs/mothers_review_by_andrew_horton.pdf
http://blogs.indiewire.com/thompsononhollywood/2010/09/13/tiff_diary_little_white_lies_rips_off_big
_chill_mothers_let_me_in_precious_/
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http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/mothers-berlin-review159772?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A%20thr%2Freviews%2F
allreviews%20(The%20Hollywood%20Reporter%20-%20All%20Reviews)&ut=
http://www.eyeweekly.com/article/101284
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/mothers-berlin-review-159772
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